Greece
Greece is a country in Southern Europe, on the southernmost tip of the Balkan
peninsula, with extensive coastlines and islands in the Aegean, Ionian, and
Mediterranean Seas. It shares borders in the north with Albania, North
Macedonia, Bulgaria, and Turkey.

Fast Facts
Official Name: Hellenic Republic
Government: Parliamentary Republic
Capital (and largest city): Athens
Population: 1,07,61,523
Official Language: Greek
Currency: Euro
Time Zone: UTC +2:00 (Eastern European Time)

Geography
Greece has the longest coastline in Europe. The total area occupied by the
country is 131,957 km2. The mainland is mountainous with forests and lakes. The
country is divided into three geographical regions: the mainland, the islands, and
the Peloponnese (peninsula south of the mainland).
Greece has more than 2,000 islands, of which about 170 are inhabited.

Climate
Greece has a Mediterranean climate with plenty of sunshine, mild temperatures,
and a limited amount of rainfall.
Due to the country's geographical position, its rugged relief and its distribution
between the mainland and the sea, there is great variation in Greece's climate.
In summer, the dry hot days are cooled by seasonal winds, while mountainous
regions have generally lower temperatures.
The winters are mild in lowland areas, with a minimum amount of snow and ice,
yet, mountains are usually snow-covered.

Language
Greek is the official language of Greece and is spoken by most of the population.
However, Greece is home to many regional languages that are spoken in the
different geographical areas across the country.
The most common foreign languages spoken by the Greeks are English, French,
Italian and German.
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Useful Greeks Words to Know:
Greek

English

Meaning

Γειά σου

YAH-soo

Hello & Goodbye

*if addressing a group say “YAH-sas”
Καλημέρα

kah-lee-MER-ah

Good Morning

Καλησπέρα

kah-lee-SPER-ah

Good Afternoon/ Evening

Καληνύχτα

kah-lee-NEEKH-tah

Good Night

Ευχαριστώ

eff-kha-ri-STOE

Thank You

Παρακαλώ

para-kah-LOE

Please/ You’re welcome

Ναί

Neh

yes

όχι

OH-hee

no

Συγνώμη

See-GHNO-mee

Excuse me & Sorry

Ωπα

Opa!

Cheers

Νερό

Nero

water

History
Greece has a rich history. Greeks are known across the globe for their
contribution to the fields of science, mathematics, and arts.

Here are some of the most famous Greeks:
Alexander the Great

Socrates

Became king at the age of 20. After he united

Socrates is considered today as the founder

the Greek city-states, he launched an

of Western philosophy. His notions of ethics,

expedition to the East and managed to

virtue and truth passed through centuries.

conquer the Persian Empire and extend the
borders of his kingdom till India.
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Plato

Aristotle

Plato (428-358 BC) is one of the three most

Although only one third of his work survives

famous Athenian philosophers. Student of

today, he studied almost all sciences known

Socrates and teacher of Aristotle, Plato is the

in the ancient times. His philosophical

vaguest of the classical thinkers.

notions survived for centuries and influenced
a lot the Western culture.

Leonidas

Hippocrates

Leonidas, the legendary king of Sparta, is

Developing very innovative theories and

world famous for his act of self-sacrifice,

practices for his time, he combined medical

when he and his 300 Spartan soldiers died in

observation and philosophy to cure illnesses.

the battle of Thermopylae to protect the rest

Doctors also take an oath on his name.

of Greece from the Persian invasion, in 480
BC.
Archimedes

Pythagoras

Archimedes (287-212 BC) is famous as the

Known for his brilliant works in mathematics.

greatest mathematician, engineer, inventor,

The most rememberable to us being the

and astronomer of the ancient world. His

Pythagoras’ Theorem:

most famous theory is the Principle of
Archimedes, (The “EUREKA” moment).

a2 + b2 = c2
c is the longest side of the triangle
a and b are the other two sides

Political System:
Greece is a presidential parliamentary republic. The President, elected by
parliament every five years, is the Head of State. The Constitutional amendment
of 1986 cut back the President’s executive powers, making the position largely
ceremonial, thus furnishing most power with the Prime Minister, the Head of
Government. The Ministerial Council, consisting of the Prime Minister, Ministers,
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Deputy Ministers and Ministers without portfolio, is the collective decisionmaking body that constitutes the Government of Greece.
Legislative power is exercised by Parliament and the President of the Republic.
Executive power is exercised by the President of the Republic and the
Government. Judicial power is vested in the courts of law, whose decisions are
executed in the name of the people.
General elections are normally held every four years unless the Parliament is
dissolved earlier. The electorate consists of all Greek citizens who are 18 years of
age. Each new Government, after a general election or after the previous
government’s resignation, must appear before Parliament and request a vote of
confidence.

Religion
The religion of Greek people is an important aspect of Greek culture. The
population in mainland Greece and the Greek islands is Christian Orthodox per
90%. The religion of the rest of the population is Muslims, Catholic, Jewish, and
other minorities.
Easter is the most important festival of the Greek Orthodox Church.

National Days
March 25th, The Greek Independence Day
With military parades all over the country, the Greeks celebrate the day they
declared the Revolutionary War against the Turks, on March 25th, 1821.
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October 28th, National Anniversary
This day is characterized by military parades.
It is also called "Ohi Day" (Day of No) in honor to the negative answer of the Greeks
when the Italians asked them to surrender during World War II in 1940. The Greeks
fought for their country against the Italians and managed to win many battles,
although they were fewer in number and did not have good military equipment.

Fun Facts
 Greece produces 7% of the world's marble- Marble is a metamorphic rock
made from limestone. It is created by intense heat and extreme pressure
within the Earth's crust.
 Greece is one of the world's leaders in olive production
 Greece has a lot of islands- There are a bunch of islands, the largest island
is Crete, the population of Crete was over 632,000 people. The second
largest island is Euboea. There are an estimated 191,000 people living on
Euboea.
 Feta is an important cheese in Greece- Feta cheese is Greece's national
cheese. It's made of milk and dates.
 Greece has an incredible amount of birds- It is house of as many as
100,000 birds at a time.
 Tons of wildlife live in Greece- Greece has 18 species of amphibians, 240
species of birds, over a hundred types of fish, 59 species of reptiles, and
116 species of mammals.
 It's considered rude to wave with an open palm in Greece.
 Greece has an astounding 9,000 miles of coastline to explore. That is the
10th longest coastline in the world.
 Greece is often considered to be the world’s first democracy.
 Ikaria is one of the world’s blue zones where people have the longest
lifespans.
 There are more than 4000 traditional dances around the country.
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Unique Greek Practices and Customs
1. Name Day Celebration:
Since the Middle Ages, the celebration of name days has been a tradition in
Catholic and Eastern orthodox countries. According to the Greek orthodox
church, every day of the year is dedicated to the memory of a saint or a
martyr. This saint is considered the protector of the child and if the child is
named after a saint, there is a celebration on his or her name day. The
traditional format of festivity is an open house, where all well- wishers are
welcome at the chosen location. The celebration usually entails a meal,
drinks, dessert, music, and partying. It is customary to call and congratulate
someone on their name day and if invited to a celebration, it is expected of
you to carry a present, similar to what you may gift the host for his or her
birthday.
2. Name Giving:
In Greece, a new-born is simply called a baby until it is baptized. After the
baptism, it is common to name the first-born after a grandparent- if it is a
boy, he takes the name of his paternal grandfather and if it is a girl, her
name takes after her maternal grandmother. It is also common that the
firstborn is named after the father’s parents, irrespective of if it is a girl or a
boy. This comes from an ancient tradition that intended to ensure the
continuation of a name across generations and therefore some names are
very common.
3. First Day of the Month:
In Greek culture, the first day of the month symbolizes a new beginning. On
this day, people greet each other by saying ‘Kalo Mina’, to wish for good
things in the month ahead.
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4. Apokries:
The Greek Apokries is a carnival of two weeks of feast, beginning from
Meatfare Sunday or the Sunday of Last Judgement and ending with Clean
Monday which is the first day of Lent. It is a special time filled with fun
laughter and food for the people to celebrate and indulge before the fortyday Lent of Easter. People dress in costumes, play games, have a huge
parade, and throw sweets to the observers at night. The tradition of
Apokries is believed to have come from paganism and the old practices of
worshipping Dionysus, the god of wine and feast.
5. Great Lent:
Great Lent or the Great Fast is the forty-day fasting period, considered the
most important fasting season in the church year of the Eastern Orthodox
Church. Lent officially begins on Clean Monday, seven weeks before Pascha
or Easter and runs for forty continuous days, concluding on Friday of the
sixth week. The next day is known as Lazarus Saturday and the day after as
Palm Sunday. Fasting continues through the following week called ‘Holy
week’ and comes to an end on the morning of Easter Sunday. Observance
of Great Lent entails fasting and abstinence from certain foods like meat,
fish, eggs, dairy products, wine, and oil, intensified private and public
prayer, self- examination, confession, personal improvement, repentance,
and restitution for sins committed, and almsgiving. During this period, a
special service book called the Lenten Triodion is used.
6. Pascha:
Pascha or Easter is the most important religious festival of the Greeks. The
Holy Week is marked with rituals, with the dyeing of eggs in red to
symbolize the sacrifice of Christ on Good Thursday. On Good Friday, the
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epitaphios (the tomb of Christ) is decorated with flowers and taken out of
the church and carried around town in a slow procession. On the night of
Holy Saturday, people dress well and gather at the local church, where all
lights are turned off, to symbolize the darkness of Jesus’s tomb. The priest
lights a candle with the Eternal Flame and sings the Christos Anesti psalm.
Good Saturday dinner takes place at midnight where mayiritsa (traditional
Greek soup), tsoureki (Easter cake) and red eggs is served. On Easter
Sunday the families enjoy a traditional Easter lunch with lamb roasted on
the pit, which may last well into late afternoon.
7. Plate Smashing:
In Greece the practice of smashing plaster plates is an expression of joy and
appreciation. At weddings, plates are smashed to symbolize new
beginnings and to keep at evil spirits at bay. The plate smashing is usually
accompanied by loud exclamations of ‘Opa!’. This tradition was banned in
1969 and has since been replaced with throwing flowers.
8. Martis:
Greeks celebrate the arrival of spring with an age-old tradition of martis, a
red and white thread bracelet worn during the month of march. The
bracelet is meant to protect the wearer from disease and the spring sun.
The white in the bracelet symbolizes purity while the red represents
passion and life.

Cultural Frameworks
Analysis based on Hofstede’s dimensions
The Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Theory, developed by Geert Hofstede, is a
framework used to understand the differences in culture across countries and to
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discern the ways that business is done across different cultures. In other words,
the framework is used to distinguish between different national cultures, the
dimensions of culture, and their impact on a business setting.
Hofstede identified six categories that define culture:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Power Distance Index
Collectivism vs. Individualism
Uncertainty Avoidance Index
Femininity vs. Masculinity
Short-Term vs. Long-Term Orientation
Restraint vs. Indulgence
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1. Power Distance
Greece has a slightly high Power Distance Index (PDI) of 60 which means
that the society prioritizes and respects hierarchy and acknowledges
inequalities among people. Respect is shown to the elderly and children are
expected to take care of their elderly parents. People who are hierarchically
higher are considered as power holders and have more benefits than the
less powerful in the society. At the same time, the Greeks are extremely
ethnocentric and believe that every other culture in the world inherited
some aspect from the Greek culture. Hence the pride and love they have for
their culture can be a little intimidating at times, but regardless, foreigners
are expected to respect the traditions and Greece in general. In Greek
companies, the hierarchy is very clear and strictly followed. There is generally
a single boss who runs the company. Status symbols of power are very
important in order to indicate social position and “communicate” the respect
that could be shown. Ancient Greek status symbols include jewel-studded
warfare equipment like swords, daggers and shields and decorated vases.
Nowadays, more modern status symbols like real estate, vehicles and
jewelry. But lately, due to capital controls, financial uncertainty and
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increasing material deprivation, status symbols are rather, declining because
of the rich keeping a relatively low-profile.

2. Individualism
With a score of 35, Greece has a collectivistic culture. People are generally
a part of their own respective in-groups, to which they are loyal. Strong,
cohesive in-groups in Greece generally consist of a family along with the
extended family that includes uncles, aunts, grandparents, and cousins. This
practice is also extended to the professional working environment. This
indicates that professional and personal lives are intertwined. For instance,
and older and powerful member of the family is expected to “help” a
younger relative to be hired for a job in his own company. For an
individualistic culture, this might seem as nepotism, but this is normal in a
collectivistic culture. The emphasis is on building long lasting relationships
with people and the basis is trust. Any business meeting begins with general
conversations in order to get to know each other before doing business.
Social rules focus on promoting selflessness and putting the community
needs ahead of personal goals.

3. Masculinity
Greece has a masculinity score of 57, which is moderately masculine. The
society is slightly success oriented and driven. Hofstede’s definition of
masculine and feminine cultures is based on the gender stereotypes. In
Greece, the success of a particular person gives pride to his entire in-group.
The society has different expectations from men and women. While men are
expected to be competitive, assertive, and ambitious, women are expected
to focus on the family and nurturing side of things. It is not surprising to see
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Greeks brag about the famous and successful people they know around
town.
4. Uncertainty Avoidance
Greece has the highest score of 100 on Uncertainty Avoidance which
indicates that Greeks are not at all comfortable with ambiguous situations.
Laws and rules are very important to the world a safer place to live in. On a
particular day, there is a fixed schedule that is followed which includes
everything from work to socialising to enjoyment and relaxing. Any changes
to be made have to be informed much before. Greeks hate last minute
changes, decisions, and actions. The Greek myth about the “birth” of the
world tells us a lot about high Uncertainty Avoidance: at the very beginning
there was only Chaos but then Cronos (Time) came in to organize life and
make it easier to manage.
5. Long Term Orientation
Greece has a score of 45, which indicates that the society is neither
predominantly long term nor short term, but very slightly inclined towards
being short term. This indicates that the society, being slightly short term,
values the present and the past more than the future, thus clinging on to the
culture, tradition, current social hierarchy and fulfilling social obligations.
This is evident from the fact that Greeks are ethnocentric about their culture
and traditions and follow it very meticulously. They hesitate to bring about
new changes in the society, evolve and change strategies.
6. Indulgence
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Greece has a score of 50 on Indulgence which means that the society is
neither indulgent nor restraint. The Greek society is believed to be indulgent
because they are very passionate and demonstrative people (emotions are
easily shown in their body language) but there is a balance in indulgence and
restraint in all other aspects.

Cultural Cues
Greetings:





A handshake is the most common greeting in Greece. It is exchanged between
men, women and children.
Close friends may greet each other with a warm embrace or a kiss on the
cheek. Others might slap or pat one another’s arm or back a few times.
Maintain direct eye contact when introduced to someone for the first time.
If the person is older than you, address them by their title and last name unless
invited to move to a first-name basis. This formality is less necessary between
youths or friends.

Basic Etiquette:







People may keep less personal space when queuing. It is not considered rude
for your belongings to make contact with the person in front of you or behind
you when waiting in line.
Do not cross your legs in front of those who have a higher status to you or in a
formal situation.
Refusing something offered can be interpreted as an insult.
Be careful when commenting on a Greek’s possessions. If you show a lot of
admiration, they may feel a compulsion to be generous and give it to you.
In Greek culture, ‘on time’ can mean 20, 30 or even 45 minutes late.
Nevertheless, tardiness is usually accompanied with a heartfelt apology and a
legitimate excuse.

Visiting:


Always try to compliment your host’s hospitality.
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Expect social activity to carry on late into the evening.
Upon your exit, make a recognizable effort to show that you would have liked
to stay longer. This sentiment compliments their hospitality and shows you
want to enjoy their company.
In townships, friends often visit one another without prior notice. However,
Greeks living in urban areas generally prefer to be notified of a guest’s arrival.

Eating:








Do not begin eating until the host has indicated it is time for everyone to do so.
When serving yourself from shared dishes on the table, pass them onto the
next person on the left.
If passing a knife, place it near the person on the table and let them pick it up
from there.
It is best to eat everything on your plate to show your host provided sufficiently
and you enjoyed the food.
To indicate you are finished eating, place your napkin on the table.
Drink any alcohol served slowly at the same pace as everyone at the table. It is
frowned upon to get drunk at a meal.
Do not leave the table until everyone has finished eating.

Verbal:






Indirect Communication: Greeks can be quite indirect communicators. To
avoid conflict or confrontation, they often take a long-winded, roundabout
approach to conveying their messages sensitively and tactfully.
Communication Style: Greeks tend to use quite verbose, theatrical and intense
language. This communication style can seem exaggerated as they commonly
show their emotion in their speech.
Raised Voices: Greek men may speak with impassioned, loud voices when
talking to each other. This can be an expression of excitement or conviction
rather than a sign of anger at their conversation partner.

Non-Verbal:


Personal Space: Greeks do not require a lot of personal space between one
another. Therefore, they may sit or stand at slightly closer proximities than
what you are used to.
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Physical Contact: Greeks are generally very tactile people, comfortable with
open affectionate. Hugging and kissing is common in public spaces.
Pointing: It is impolite to point at someone with the index finger.
Expression: Despite being animated communicators; Greeks can have a more
serious exterior upon first impression.
Nodding: Greeks do not nod and shake their head to communicate in the same
way as the English-speaking West. To indicate "no", one tilts the head
backward once; nodding the head slightly forward means "yes". It is safest to
verbally agree in order to avoid confusion.
Eye Contact: Greeks usually expect direct eye contact to be made during
conversation – try and meet their gaze when you talk to them. Eye contact
conveys sincerity and honesty.
Gestures: The hand gesture that signals ‘Okay’ (by putting one’s forefinger and
thumb together to make a circle) is an obscenity in Greece. It is also severely
insulting to hold up your open palm, fingers spread, at someone’s face. This is
called the ‘moútza’. To make this gesture with both hands at the same time is
thought to double the amount of offence caused.
Exhale: A Greek may expel air through pursed lips after giving or receiving a
compliment. This is an old superstitious habit that was once believed to ward
off the ‘evil eye’ that got jealous of the compliment. It is not meant to imply
boredom.

Other Considerations:
 Greeks may praise themselves, such as complimenting their own cooking or
telling stories in which they are the hero. This is not considered to be
bragging behavior in Greece.
 Smoking cigarettes is a common habit in Greece. It is normal for people to
smoke heavily in public spaces.

Superstitions
1. Mati (Evil Eye)
In Greece, it is believed that one can catch the Evil Eye called Matiasma
from someone else’s jealous compliment or envy. The person who has
caught Mati is known to suffer physically and psychologically. To ward off
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the evil eye, one must wear a charm- a blue glass bead with an eye painted
on it.
2. Spitting
Greeks believe that spitting chases the devil and misfortune away. So, when
some conveys a bad piece of news or a death, the other slightly spit three
times saying ftou, ftou, ftou. It is also common to spit when commenting
about someone’s health or beauty, or while complimenting a baby, to avoid
the evil eye, in a manner of saying touchwood.

3. Tuesday the 13th
While most western beliefs consider Friday the 13th as a day of bad luck, for
Greeks it is Tuesday the 13th. The date is linked with the fall of
Constantinople on that day in 1204.
4. Hobgoblins
Hobgoblins, known as Kallikantzari in Greek are short, ugly, deformed
creatures who stay underground, sawing the world tree, so that it collapses
along with the Earth. However, according to lore, when they are about to
saw the final part, Christmas dawns and they forget about the tree and
come up to the world to trouble mortals with their pranks. On Epiphany
day (January 6th), the priest of the village sprinkles blessed water in every
house so that the hobgoblins return back underground. They see that
during their absence the world tree has healed itself, so they must start
working all over again and this cycle continues every year.
5. Black Cat
Seeing a black cat is believed to bring bad luck for the rest of the day. If a
glass or a mirror breaks, it is counted as bad luck for seven years.
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6. Piase Kokkino
The Greeks believe that two people saying the same thing at the same time
is an indication that the two people will get into a fight or an argument in
the future. So, whenever two people say something together, they
immediately say Piase Kokkino (touvh red), and each one touches
something red to avoid any possible dispute.

Greek Stereotypes
1. Greeks are hairy :This is false. There is a variety in every country and not all Greeks are hairy.
2. Greeks are loud :That’s true. Greeks likes to express their feelings, opinions with a strong
voice. It is said that they do this when they are in public.
3. Greeks are care free :This Greek stereotype is completely false. In addition, the 2008 crisis
caused many problems in the lives of Greeks and brought additional anxiety
about their future.
4. Greeks are gossipers :This stereotype is quite true. They love to take interest in the lives of their
friends and neighbors.
5. Greeks are smokers :Unfortunately, this is true. Greece is one the countries in Europe with the
greatest number of smokers. Citizens generally do not respect Anti-Tabaco
and smoking laws. On an average the people in Greece start smoking at the
age of 15.
6. Greeks are mamma’s boys & daddy’s girls :Taking into consideration that the society is generally conservative, Greek
parents take care of their children till they become economically stable and
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can afford a spate house. That is the reason Greeks are stereotyped as
“Mama’s Boys and Daddy’s Girls”.
7. Greeks love feta cheese :It is true: feta cheese is a religion in Greece. The Greeks use this cheese,
derived from sheep, for all meals, from breakfast to dinner.
8. Greeks are hospitable, friendly and welcoming :Greeks are open to visitors and foreigners. They do not hesitate to open
their doors to foreigners who come to take an interest in them.
9. Greeks say “opa” a lot :In reality, “opa” is a word used to express astonishment or surprise. It is not
used by Greeks but most of the tourists use it and believe that they are
imitating the Greeks.
10.Greeks are lazy :This stereotype is false. Moreover, according to the European Commission,
Greeks have long been the country in Europe where people worked the
most.

Activities, Events and Places of Interest:
Corfu Beach Festival (May 1st week):
Corfu Beach Festival offers more than 30 hours workshops, shows and
performances. CBF is also about having fun with a purpose; All profits raised will
go to a charity.

Greek Islands:
There are about 2000 islands in Greece. From
gorgeous beaches, ancient ruins, colorful harbors,
and active volcanoes the Greek islands have it all.
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Athens Open Air Film Festival (June 1st week):
The audience will have the chance to watch emblematic
movies under the starry sky.

Crete:
The largest of the Greek islands. The place still has traces of many civilizations.

The Acropolis of Athens:
The Acropolis of Athens is the main and most
famous archaeological site in Greece. It is also
called the Sacred Rock, stands on the highest
point of Athens. The Parthenon Temple is the
main building on the Acropolis and constitutes
an architectural splendor of ancient times.

The Sanctuary of Delphi:
The site of Delphi is one of the most
important archaeological sites in Greece.
This was the most important oracle of
ancient Greece. People from all over the
Mediterranean would come to the oracle
of Delphi to ask for advice from the
priestess Pythia.
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Athens:
Athens is widely known as the cradle of Western civilization and the birthplace of
democracy.

Ancient Olympia:
It is considered one of the most important sanctuaries of the antiquity and it was
dedicated to the father of all gods, Zeus. Olympia was also the place where the
ancient Olympic Games were first held n the 7th century B.C. The Games were
organized to honor Zeus and, according to the myth, they were founded either by
Pelops, king of Peloponnese or by Hercules.

The Sacred Island of Delos:
Delos, included in the World Heritage
Monuments protected by the UNESCO,
was the birthplace of Apollo, the god of
light and may be of Artemis, the twin
sister of Apollo, goddess of hunting.
Delos was a sacred place in ancient
times. It worked both as a religious and
trade center.

The Minoan Palace of Knossos:
Located near modern Heraklion in Crete island, was the seat of the legendary King
Minos and it is also a place connected to many legends such as the Labyrinth with
the Minotaur and the story of Daedalus and Icarus.
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Ancient Epidaurus:
Epidaurus developed as a religious center and more particularly as a sanctuary of
Asclepius, the healing god.

Mycenae:
Mycenae and Tiryns are in close distance to each other, on the eastern side of
Peloponnese. The town of Mycenae is strongly connected to king Agamemnon
and the Trojan War.

Meteora:
It is a range of spectacular cliffs that rise more than 1,200 feet (366 meters) into
the air.

Peloponnese:
It is a wide peninsula connected to the mainland by the Rio-Antirrio bridge.

Halkidiki:
It is a place where one can spot great
beaches.
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Zagori:
It’s dense forests and rugged mountains are furrowed by powerful rivers and
dotted with traditional villages, many featuring grand stone houses dating from
the late eighteenth century.

Traditional Greek Foods You Must Eat in Greece
Street Foods
Gyros
Gyros are an economical meal choice and so yummy!
When the meat is roasted vertically and turning on the
spit it is known as Gyro.
Souvlaki
Souvlaki is a very popular Greek food available in street
side restaurants. The dish is well cooked with seasoned
meat and then flavored with tzatziki sauce.

Greek Specialties
Courgette Balls (kolokithokeftedes)
This is a very popular Cretan meze, found in most
Greek restaurants.
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Dolmadakia (Stuffed Grape Leaves)
This is another sign of the versatile nature of Greek
food. Dolmadakia are tiny dolmades that are made of
stuffed grape leaves.

Tomatokeftedes (Santorini Tomato Fritters)
Tomaotokeftedes or tomato fritters are traditional
meze and main course vegetarian food item in
Santorini and Syros.

Greek Salad (Choriatiki)
Greek salad is a must have for Greeks with almost
every meal.

Keftethes (Meatballs)
Give this juicy and crispy Greek meatball a try and
bring a delicious twist to your plate. Keftethes is
mainly a Greek appetizer dish served with creamy
sauce and pita bread.
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Moussaka
A legendary, traditional dish that is creamy and juicy.
Moussaka is served in almost all tavernas in Greece. .

Pastitsio
Pastitsio is a baked pasta dish including ground beef
and béchamel sauce. This mouthwatering food is
something you can enjoy in every season..

Saganaki – Fried Cheese
This is the food that holds the attention of all cheese
lovers. This beloved traditional Greek food is prepared
in less than 10 minutes while using only two
ingredients—flour & cheese.

Yemista
Yemista is a traditional recipe for Greek stuffed
tomatoes that comes with vibrant colors and juicy
flavors.
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Greek Fava Dip (Yellow Split Pea Puree)
It is creamy with spectacular taste—great starter for
winter days. Enjoy this Fava dish as an appetizer or dip
with a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

Tzatziki
Tzatziki is one of the classic Greek sauces or appetizers
with many varieties.

Desserts
Amygdalota
Amygdalota is gluten-free almond cookie that is wildly
popular in Greece. . .
Baklava
It is probably the most popular food item among all Greek
desserts.

Bougatsa
Bougatsa is a kind of sweet pie If you want to eat this pie
from roadside food court you will also get a sprinkle of
powder sugar and cinnamon on top.
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Feta Me Meli
The optimum balance between salty feta and sweet honey
creates a mesmerizing taste.

Galaktoboureko
Galaktoboureko is a great Greek dessert with crispy
perfection.

Kataifi
This is one of the most popular Greek desserts made with a
special type of pastry called Kataifi. The pastry is full of
strand so there is always a chance to get messy when you
eat this. So don’t try too much to pull them or cut them.
Loukoumades
Loukoumades are little bite-sized golden puffs of fried
dough that are sprinkled with sweet syrup, walnuts and
cinnamon. .
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Revani
Revani is a very popular dessert which is nutty and grainy
with some lemony flavor. This moist cake is sweetened by
simple syrup flavored with orange zest. .

Halvas
In simple words, halva is semolina pudding which is
sweetened by syrup and studded with nuts.

Pasteli
Pasteli is a Greek cuisine made of mainly two componentshoney and sesame seeds. These pasteli are known as the
original power bars in Greece.

Drinks
Ellinikos (Greek Coffee)
Ellinikos is still the most favorite style of coffee adopted in
Greece. There are three different tastes of Ellinikos like Vari
Glyko which means strong & almost honey sweet, Metrios
meaning medium sweetness and Sketos mening without
sugar.
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Retsina Wine
An age old wine bearing all rituals and cultures of ancient
Greece for more than 2000 years.

CONCLUSION
Greece as compared to other European countries based on different aspects:
HOFSTEDE’S DIMENSION
 Greece has power distance index greater than countries like GERMANY
and UK, similar to SPAIN and PORTUGAL, and lesser than FRANCE and
BELGIUM. India has higher power distance score than Greece.
 For Individualism, Greece’s score is less as compared to countries like
UK, FRANCE and GERMANY, similar to SPAIN and is more than
PORTUGAL. India’s score is more than Greece. This means that Greece’s
society is more about ‘we’ than ‘I’. The Indian society is collectivistic yet
individualistic.
 Greece has a Masculine society. Countries like UK, GERMANY and ITALY
are more masculine, BELGIUM and Spain are equally masculine and,
France and Portugal are less masculine. India and Greece have similar
scores. Both the societies are driven by competition, achievement and
success.
 Greece has the highest Uncertainty Avoidance. All other European
countries have lesser values. Countries like SPAIN and FRANCE differ the
least. The difference is huge between India and Greece in this aspect
with India’s score being less. This means that Indians can handle last
minute changes and do not have fixed schedule that has to be stuck to
which is unlike the Greeks.
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 Greece is slightly short term oriented. Countries like GERMANY,
BELGIUM and FRANCE are more long term oriented. PORTUGAL and
IRELAND are short term oriented. SPAIN and UK are similar to Greece.
India and Greece also have similar scores.
 UK and the NETHERLANDS are more indulgent than Greece. Portugal is
less indulgent. SPAIN, FRANCE and GERMANY are similar. Greece has a
higher indulgent score than India. This is evident from the fact that
Greeks clearly show their emotions and express their feelings frankly
without any restraint. Boasting about one’s self is very common in
Greece, unlike India.
Among the European countries, Spain has the highest similarity with
Greece.
TOURISM
Greece attract tourists due to many tourist spots and places. Greece is ranked 8th
in most visited countries in Europe with 27.2 million visitors in 2018.
A visitor may find many places to visit like:
 Historical Monuments
 Enjoy the sea
 Climb Mountains
 Visit lakes, caves, etc.
Things to do in Greece
 Scuba Diving
 Watersports
 Canoeing
 Sailing
 River Trekking
 Hiking
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Do’s and Don’ts for people visiting Greece:

DO’s

DON’Ts

1.Do ask for help if you need any. The
people there are very helpful.

1. Don’t try to be rude and accept a hand
if anyone offers.

2. Do learn some easy Greek words. You
can communicate in English, but the
efforts you made will be appreciated.

2. Don’t repeat or use bad words (slangs)
as they may find it offending or rude. The
Greeks are ethnocentric and will not take
anything directed towards their culture.

3. Do be aware that Greeks love to talk.
Don’t be surprised if asking a stranger for
directions turns into a heart to heart or
an invitation to their grandma’s for
lunch.

3. Don’t be frightened by how loudly the
Greeks speak, and don’t duck as they
wave their arms around you. They love
to speak with Gestures.

4. Do appreciate the Greek cultures and
food.

4. Don’t make fun of them or make fun
of their history or mention anything
about the Greek crisis. The Greeks are
ethnocentric and will get offended.

Greece as a whole is a very beautiful and interesting place to visit. The people,
place, food and culture are one of a kind. It is a country full of rich history. The
people here are very sensitive about themselves and expect others to respect
their qualities. But they are very friendly and nice in nature. Do visit Greece and
feel free to interact with the Greeks.
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